
STUNNED
Today is Thursday, September 13. I am

still stunned, reeling, from the attack

on my city two days ago. My home was

about eight miles from the Pentagon,

and I have driven by it hundreds of

times, where it is nestled among oak

trees and the concrete and asphalt of

Interstate 395, routes 27 and 110, and

the Potomac River.

I have been inside

it and have known

many people who

worked there. My

closest friends and

family are safe, but

Angie Houtz, a

member of  my

church back in the

Virginia suburbs, was killed when the

jet crashed into her office. Thousands

of  people were obliterated the same

morning in New York, and I am sure

that some of  you reading this have been

scorched worse by this attack than I

have.

My nation is at war. This is not an easy

thing to admit, nor is it desirable. I

would rather not believe it. I would like

the news to get buried, to decay into

irrelevance, like the other stories

eventually did: the previous attempt on

the World Trade Center, the U.S.

embassies bombed in Africa. I would

like to find some way of  believing that

this was a one-time event that will

never happen again. I would like to

believe Bush’s use of  the word “war” is

only a dangerously alarmist metaphor.

I wish I could still believe that Osama

bin Laden’s words were hot air,

unaffecting me: “It is the duty of  every

faithful Muslim to kill Americans and

Israelis wherever they are found.” And

already around me I sense people,

Americans and Canadians, trying to

reduce last Tuesday’s horrors to

s o m e t h i n g

manageable.

But my country,

and perhaps the

rest of  NATO, is

and will be at war.

We cannot do

nothing, and what

we must do will

not be quick or easy. Things are never

going to be the same, any more than

they were during and after the last

World War.

by Mark Filiatreau

Prayers

and Readings

For the Afflicted

Almighty and everlasting God,

you are the comfort of  the sad

and strength to those who suffer.

Let the prayers of  your children

who are  in any trouble rise to you.

To everyone in distress

grant mercy,

grant relief,

grant refreshment;

through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.

Book of  Common Worship,
PC(USA)/CPC

For Those in Distress

Almighty God, who art afflicted in

the afflictions of  thy people: Regard

with thy tender compassion whose

in anxiety and distress; bear their

sorrows and their cares; supply all

their manifold needs; and help both

them and us to put our whole trust

and confidence in thee; through

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Book of  Common Prayer, Canada
(1962)
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“[Spiritual warfare]

recognizes...that

every time we hate

any person,

we are serving the

enemy.”
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C. S. Lewis was severely the academic

type. A tutor in English Literature at

Oxford during that war, he did not feel

qualified to speak to Royal Air Force

pilots, or later to the entire English

nation on BBC radio, about the

Christian faith. But he did speak. He

said later that he considered it his “war

work.” During war, people who are not

qualified are given jobs because

somebody has to do them, and they

happen to be closest.  People’s plans are

disrupted. People far from the front

lines make sacrifices, as during World

War II when meat, sugar, fuel, and

other products were rationed. Dr. James

Houston, Founding Principal of

Regent College, mentions in his

lectures the question he often saw

posted in London tube stations during

that war: IS THIS TRIP

NECESSARY?

Lewis’s statement above was among the

wisdom that Dr. Houston thought of

when he left his own life behind as an

Oxford Geography don, and took up a

request to come to a western Canadian

city to found a Christian graduate

school. He did not feel qualified; it was

not in his plans. But when he perceived

the cultural chaos of  1969 and college-

aged people getting lost in it, with the

threat of  nuclear holocaust hanging

over the world, he perceived a world at

war:  spiritual war. Founding Regent,

he said, was his “war work.”

And this is the point I have taken so

long in getting to: We know the real

war is not against flesh and blood, and

I will let you recall the rest of

Ephesians 6:12 for yourself.  Regular

warfare is concerned only with bodies.

Spiritual warfare is a struggle for the

eternal soul of  every living being. It

recognizes, therefore, that every time

we hate any person, we are serving the

enemy. Neither does it surrender this

world, and the lives within it, God’s

creations, to the enemy. Having our

plans disrupted, leaving everything

behind, obeying a call, sacrificing our

luxuries and material pleasures—these

things should not be strange to

followers of  Jesus. According to the

gospels, they are supposed to be the

beginning, not the end, of  being his

disciple. When we rationalize our fear

of  conflict and our unwillingness to

leave our comfort zone, we are trying

to escape the reality of  war, whether

spiritual or worldly. We are doing the

same evil as hating, and the same

results will follow:  greater loss of  lives

and of  souls.

Things are not going to be the same

after Sept 11, 2001. Sacrifices will have

to be made and plans will be disrupted.

I am no hero. I am not the militant type.

I wish it would all go away.  But it is

clear it will not, and perhaps never will,

if  I — we — don’t do something

different. As I write I don’t know what

those differences will be for me. Maybe

everything. I am still stunned.  This

worldly war should at least wake us up

to the reality of  the spiritual war, which

is more, not less real, and in which the

terrorists are only pawns. Perhaps if

we had been better at our spiritual war,

we wouldn’t have this worldly one.

It is not too late. Let us discern what

God is doing and how He wants us to

join Him today, this hour,

acknowledging that it may be different

than what we had planned. Whatever

He is calling each of  us to do now—

whether it is writing our senator,

writing a poem or a paper or joining

the Army—let us be deadly sure it is

his call. Then let us do it with the same

passion with which a warrior hurls a

spear into the heart of  his enemy. For

this is what will defeat the spiritual

enemy. I believe God is telling us that

we must stop saying we are not

qualified, we are not brave, we cannot

speak, we have to bury our fathers first.

It is time for war work.

STUNNEDSTUNNEDSTUNNEDSTUNNEDSTUNNED

cont. from the front pageEt Cetera will
continue to
accept
reflections,
commentary,
poetry, and
prayers
regarding the
events of
September 11

in the weeks to come. These and
other submissions may be left on
disk (PC compatible, please)
and hard copy in either Etc.
mailbox - downstairs near the
library or in the faculty/staff
mailroom - or may be emailed to:

etcetera@regent-college.edu

Word Limits

Articles and stories: 800 words
Letters to the Editor: 200 words
Reviews: 150 words

Weekly Deadline

Thursday, 4:30pm

For full submission guidelines or
more information, please contact
the editor, Micheal Hickerson, by
emailing etcetera@regent-
college.edu or by calling 604/
737-2195.
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“Think globally, act locally,” a favorite phrase of

environmentalists and others, can also be a call to

followers of Jesus in these perilous times. In the last week

we have seen that the “global” can quickly become local.

Globalization means that what we do here on the corner

of University Blvd. and Wesbrook Mall effects – in some

way – someone far away whom we do not know. It also

means that we can change the world while remaining in our corner of it.

Why would we want to change the world, even in a small way, during our time

at Regent? Because the world could easily change us – turn our lives upside

down – during our time at Regent.

This is the time to learn to or continue to follow the man from Nazareth with our

head, heart and hands together. If you still need encouragement along these

lines, come to the Volunteering Forum. You will hear from four Regent students

(though there are many more) who have integrated local volunteer service into

their academic pursuits at Regent: Kari-Ann Scheldrup, Doug Falls, Carl Patillo

and Scott McGinnis.

Susan Harrison, Micah 6:8

Thirteen years ago in November, when
we moved into the new Regent building
from the one remaining frat house, we
were a bit awed at the sense of space in
the atrium. But some of us were more
ambivalent about the chapel. It felt a lot
more like a big  box than a chapel – or,
at best, like a big lecture hall. I
remember at least one person
complaining bitterly that Regent had
lost the chance to build a real chapel.

I know what she meant. Space matters:
God makes it and hallows it, as he also
hallows shape, colour and sound, and
the senses by which we enjoy them. By
calling a big beige box our “chapel,” we
were in some danger of slipping into
the neo-gnosticism of many North
American evangelicals, who assume
that the only real need in a worship
space is a wall big enough to project
songs onto. In contrast, most of us have
probably experienced at some time or
other spaces more deliberately designed
for worship, as, for example, in the
great cathedrals of Europe. But we may
also have seen how easy it is for those
splendid, ancient spaces to become
little more than museums of religious
art.

So, with a minimum of grumbling, we
let our largest classroom double as our
chapel. And after the first service, none
of us doubted that we could worship
God there in spirit in truth without
gothic arches and stained glass. Still – a
few of us secretly worried  about the
visual poverty of our worship.

Nothing will change the chapel’s box-
like shape. But a few years ago Mae
Runions’ five long banners were hung,
and ever since they have been coaxing
our visual sense out of the box we
usually keep it in during worship. In the
chapel service today Steve McIntosh
gave words to the cross-centred story
which the banners declare without
words every time we step into the
chapel (Unless, of course, they are
obscured by the great white cloud of
the projection-screen).

The banners link us too, in subtle ways,
to those older, more deliberate spaces
for worship. In them, traditionally, as
one faces the altar, the windows and the
carvings on the left tell the Old
Testament story of what led up to the
birth of Christ.  Then in the centre is
some portrayal of the crucifixion and
resurrection, reminding us of the
meanings of the Eucharist..  And on the
right, the images tell the New
Testament story of Pentecost and the
spread of the church. Our chapel

banners tell the story in the same way
and the same order, and go a long way
towards transforming the box of our
largest classroom into a cathedral
where we can worship with heart, mid
and sense.

This morning’s service helped us in that
transformation. Don’t forget the story
the banners tell. It arches like a rainbow
over and behind even the dullest lecture
in our classroom-cathedral.

Banners,
Cathedrals, and

Regent
Worship Matters

by Loren Wilkinson

A c t i n g  L o c a l l y

Volunteering

Forum

Thursday
11:00 am
Room 100
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Effortlessly, she disrobes. Carefully

arranging herself  amidst blankets and

oversized pillows, she assumes a

reclined position on the low stage set

before me. “You will have forty-five

minutes,” announces my professor.

“Pay close attention to your

proportions and watch that

foreshadowing.” Shapes, contours, and

lines flood my mind as I scan this body

located less than ten feet away. Under

the domination of  my eyes, I continue

the mental task of  identifying the gentle

rise and fall of the slopes and angles

of  the out-stretched figure.

My eyes persist in their quest for

knowledge, taking note of  the long

neck and the dimple found in the centre

of  the chin. “Her eyes are blue,” I

notice, and then with a start I discern

those same eyes noticing the blue

within my own. I pause but a second,

and then quickly look away hoping to

carry on my investigation unabated.

Barely a moment escapes before I

glance once again into those lovely

specks of  blue only to discover them

still transfixed upon my own.  Again, I

cannot hold her gaze. To do so would

involve the summoning of  a guard I

choose not to call.  I perceive the

temperature within me rise. Why

should this be so? She is here to be

drawn.  And yet, those eyes, her eyes,

begin to introduce something new.

Silently she speaks to me, “I am not

object, I am subject. I am other. I have

essence beyond that which you

observe.”  Immediately, her skin

softens taking on a quality of  warmth

missing but moments ago.

How often do we treat one another as

objects, simply refusing to allow the

actions and voice of  another to truly

interact or speak into our world? Like

gods gallivanting about the heavens on

our fiery flying steeds, we measure,

qualify, and then accept or dismiss

people at will, our will. And what of

those that we accept? Do we not still

seek to objectify them at times, treating

them as objects? Like that spouse,

friend, or client that just has a way of

droning on until voice becomes one

more noise or hum entering the

surrounding atmosphere. Or further

yet, what of those discussions where

we find ourselves speaking “at” each

other, rather than “with” each other.

Like two friends each using the well-

worn phrase, “Yeah, but” after the other

concludes his or her thoughts, never for

one moment actually contemplating that

the other is saying something of

significant meaning.

If  we are to take the Scriptures seriously,

we must acknowledge that God

seemingly violated his second

commandment to the children of  Israel

by fashioning something in His own

image, namely, mankind. In speaking of

Christ, Vincent Van Gogh writes, “He

lived serenely, as a greater artist than

all other artists, despising marble and

clay as well as colour, working in living

flesh. That is to say, this matchless artist

… made neither statues nor pictures nor

books; he loudly proclaimed that he

made … living men, immortals.” And

yet, it is these very immortals, bearers

of  the divine image that we all so

regularly snub, ignore, squelch, subdue,

and objectify.

I once heard that failure to be curious

of  another is nothing shy of  sheer

cruelty. But I ask, “Cruelty to whom:

another, myself, or both?” In our world

we are surrounded by beings both

mysterious and complex. Why resign

our selves to a world of  cold

observation, when warm soft flesh

beckons us to touch, caress, and know

that which bears the mark of  divinity?

Marks of Divinity
by Thomas Salley

Et Cetera and the Green Sheet are

published twenty-four times a year by the

Regent College Student Association.

Editor: Micheal Hickerson

Assistant Editor: Leland Ferguson

Faculty Supervisors: Maxine Hancock

John Stackhouse

Printers: Copies Plus

1950 W Broadway

“[Christ] loudly

proclaimed that he

made...living men,

immortals.”

- Van Gogh

R e m i n d e rR e m i n d e rR e m i n d e rR e m i n d e rR e m i n d e r

Deadline for all Green Sheet
and Et Cetera submissions is

Thursday, 4:30 pm.

Place submissions in an Et Cetera
mailbox or email to

greensheet@regent-college.edu
or

etcetera@regent-college.edu
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Most Bargains are a Real Steal

From Rick Smith, Facilities Manager

Just a reminder to all staff, faculty, and students of the need to lock up
their areas and/or take their valuables with them whenever areas are left
unattended.

Thefts often occur in broad daylight and even from locked lockers.

I would ask everyone to not leave valuables about. It is especially not
wise to leave computers or other valuables in lockers at anytime. Most of
the time the thieves are professional and observe items being placed in
the lockers and then they spring into action when no one is looking. (A
special note about laptops is a reminder to keep a backup of everything
that is on the computer.) You should also keep a record of any serial
numbers and description of your laptop. This will help in the event of a
theft.

Every attempt will be made to keep an eye on areas most vulnerable but
you can help by doing the following:

1.) If you see anyone suspicious in areas they shouldn’t be, contact
Facilities either at the office beside R 230 or through Reception. If it’s
after hours get the Library to page the Facilities person on duty.

2.) Staff and Faculty: Check all doors when you leave after hours.

3.) Approach familiar faces who are in areas they would not normally be
in.

4.) If you notice someone else’s area open, lock it. Or, if their valuables
are about, let them know or turn them in to the  nearest reception area.

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING BICYCLES
Regent has two bike rack areas. Both areas are high risk areas for theft.

Some things you can do to reduce risk are:
Use a decent quality U-Lock. Do not use cables or chains at all.
Lock the frame to the bike rack.
Remove high-end seats and posts.
Lock your bike with a friends.
Keep a clear description and any serial numbers handy.
Keep a watch out for suspicious individuals.
Report any such activity to Facilities  or even the police (RCMP).

If you have any questions or concerns, phone me at 221-3303, email me
at rsmith@regent-college.edu, or drop by my office upstairs next Room 230.

Congratulations  to Dan Meyer. After having his own bicycle stolen,
Dan stopped the theft of Scott Small’s bike and obtained evidence

leading to the identification of a serial bike thief.

You are invited to attend
CONTACT, the first in a series of
films sponsored by “Section A” of
the Christian Life course. (It
accompanies the lecture given in
class this week by  UBC professor
Dr. Dennis Danielson, editor of The
Book of the Cosmos.) The film
(starring Jodie Foster) is based on
the novel of the same name by the
late Carl Sagan, astronomer and
host of the influential Cosmos TV
series. The astronomer Sagan was
a leader of SETI (Search for Extra-
Terrestrial Intelligence), and the
film conveys the near-religious
conviction by many that there must
be “somebody out there.” In and
around the usual Hollywood
nonsense, the film explores some
profound questions – including the
centrality of faith for knowledge of
any kind. CONTACT will beCONTACT will beCONTACT will beCONTACT will beCONTACT will be
shown at 6:30 on Thursday  in rm.shown at 6:30 on Thursday  in rm.shown at 6:30 on Thursday  in rm.shown at 6:30 on Thursday  in rm.shown at 6:30 on Thursday  in rm.
230. 230. 230. 230. 230. A brief discussion will follow.

- Loren Wilkinson

Christian Life

Film Series
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The night is this past September 10,
and I’m unpacking some boxes in
my new room. One of these boxes
has an assortment of personal
souvenirs which I seem to ever-
more reluctantly lug around with
me. One of them, a book, is about
one of the heroes I embraced in the
years when I was a non-Christian.
It is called America the Beautiful in
the Words of John F. Kennedy. It was
compiled in 1964, after his
assassination. It reminds me of the
dichotomous era of my childhood,
the 1960’s and 1970’s. On one hand
I had thought that I had found the
hope and promise of a new world,
symbolized by such things as the
new civil rights gains in the U.S., the
hippie “counter-culture” of peace
and love, the space race, and man
landing on the moon. This last event
seemed to open up a new sense of
wonder and adventure for
humankind in the universe. The
new hippie culture seemed to reject
the ways of the past and to be the
germination of a new ethic. I guess
I would have taken the 1970 song,
The Age of Aquarius, as an anthem
for a new decade. The hope and
promise of the dawn of a new era.
The United States was the canvas for
all these events but, because our
Canadian experience is so inextricably
intertwined with the U.S., I took these
experiences on as my own.

The opposite half of this dichotomy
were the angry protests against
such things as the Vietnam War, the
escalating nuclear arms race, and
nuclear arms testing on the
Amchitka Islands of Alaska. Again,
the United States was at the centre
of these events. True to my
hypocritical nature, I embraced the
positives of this period, generated
out of the U.S., as the gains of

humankind, and the uglier events
as the sole will of the United States.
Like people in much of the world, I
had a love/hate relationship with
the U.S. and, like most of the world,
I easily forgot the benefits of our
shared relationship and focused
instead on my hate for their foreign
policy activities. Like every
hypocrite I was quick to point the
finger at the sin of others and not to
examine my own. A slogan for
many protesting Canadians at this
time was “Yankee Go Home!” This
was my environment and I was a
product of this environment – an
anti-American.

Four years ago events in my own
world brought me to my knees as I
realized that I was in need of the
Saviour. Jesus, the new Lord of my
life, began to address my sin. Yet,
He did not do it with the same
finger-pointing approach that I had
always used. Instead, it was as if,
once I had experienced His love, He
faced me and gently placed His arm
on my shoulder and, with my head
down, somehow I was aware of my
sin and of what I needed to do. My
perception of citizenship also began
to change. My Canadianism grew
smaller, and my sense of
membership in the Kingdom that
has come grew in importance.

One of the real highlights I
experienced last year, quite
unexpectedly, was a lecture on the
Russian literary critic Mikhail
Bahktin that discussed his concept
of the loving gaze in a community
of two. Bahktin suggested that our
perception of ourselves, our self-
knowing, is figuratively limited to
a plane that extends from the
forward-facing 180 degrees of our

body. Our perception. In the loving
gaze of another, the aft 180 degrees
is communicated to give one a more
complete knowing of who one is. A
relationship with Jesus is the
ultimate expression of this, lovingly
addressing our fallenness while
conveying our intrinsic dignity and
value. We are loved.

“...we must face this, and pray, and
trust in God, and go forward.”

JFK’s timeless words, from the
foreword of the book mentioned
above, speak into the aftermath of
the horrific tragedies of September
11. My heart struggles to
communicate the grief and injustice
of these events. We, Americans and
Canadians, are, perhaps, the two
most intertwined nations in the
world. Together, we constitute the
world’s largest trading partnership
and the longest undefended border.
We are a community of two.

God has redeemed my view of
Americans as He has been
redeeming my life. They, too, are
created by God and thus deserve
my love. Like myself, they are not
perfect. As the returning American
students will probably testify, the
United States will be singled out for
the impact of their shortcomings
around the world while you are here
at Regent. I hope this is always done
in love.

I am not, however, writing to
address such things. My sense has
been that at the occurrence of such
an injustice as last week’s events,
Americans experience a kind of
lostness. You are often and all too
easily the world’s punching bag. At
times, you must have the sense that
you’re all alone. You are not. As a
nation and as Christians within that
nation, you have also been leaders
and givers. You are not only

A Community of Two
by Leland Ferguson

continued on next page
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deserving of the love with which you
were created, you are also beautiful
creations of our Father’s hands.

I have truly been blessed to know
many Americans in my time here
at Regent and have watched God
work in their lives. I have been
humbled by their response. In
contrast to the caricature of the loud
and proud American that is
perpetuated in much of the world,
I have seen you take criticism and,
instead of lashing out or debating,
taken what was accurate and used
it for transformation. You are
looking less like nationalists and
more like...Jesus. Truly, as you have
endured you have been made more
beautiful, embracing your
weakness. I have heard some say
that they have heard some non-
Christian Canadians suggest that
the United States somehow
deserves such treatment in response
to their own activities. Please forgive
them: they do not know to not
return evil for what they perceive
as evil. No one ever deserves the
murder of so many innocent lives.
Such remarks anger me very much.
To those people, I say that they
make me ashamed to be a Canadian.
Yet I am a Canadian and your
neighbour. I stand before you and
mourn with you.

After I unpacked that box on
September 10, I leafed through the
book and came across these words
spoken by John F. Kennedy on a
visit to Canada.

“Geography has made us neighbours.
History has made us friends. Economics
has made us partners. And necessity has
made us allies.”

Jesus Christ has, thankfully, made
you and I brothers and sisters. Peace.

In the light of the recent events in America and the border crossing complications,
we would like to make some recommendations for travel to the retreat at Warm
Beach.

1. Be sure to bring full documentation, even if you are American or
Canadian citizens (passport, photo ID, student authorizations, etc). If
you are American or Canadian citizens and you don’t have a passport,
please bring your birth certificate and photo ID. Don’t forget to bring
full documentation for all children (including birth certificate).

2. Allow more time to get across the border and expect thorough
questioning and possible search of your car. On Friday September
14th, officials at the Peach Arch border crossing reported delays of up
to 4 hours (however, this length of delay may lessen as the week
progresses).

3. Consider using an alternate border crossing to the Peace Arch. These
include crossings at Aldergrove (truck route crossing), Lynden and
Abbotsford/Sumas.

We will alert the border officials of the nature, time, and expected numbers of
our retreat to try and assist the process. As a result, we CANNOT accept ANY
registrations after 4:30pm on Tuesday 17th September, as we will be faxing
information to the border on Wednesday.

In spite of the tragedies of the past week, we are hope to carry on with the
weekend and are trusting God for a positive experience. If you have any questions
about your international visa status, please contact Lynne Smith. If you have
any questions about the Retreat, contact either Kirra on (604) 222-8706 or
Alan on (604) 221-5842.

Don’t forget to bring your snacks and all the other items listed in the registration
information… and please, leave your dog at home!

Along with the Student Council, Staff, and Faculty at Regent, we look forward
to seeing you at Warm Beach.

Kirra Lewis and Alan Gaston

HEAD, HEART AND HANDS –
THE ANATOMY OF

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
REGENT RETREAT

21st – 23rd September, 2001
Warm Beach, Stanwood, WA

IMPORTANT RETREAT ANNOUNCEMENT

A Community of Two
cont. from previous page
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Still Falls the Rain

The Raids, 1940, Night and Dawn

Still falls the Rain-

Dark as the world of  man, black as our loss-

Blind as the nineteen hundred and forty nails

Upon the Cross.

Still falls the Rain

With a sound like the pulse of  the heart that is changed to the

hammerbeat

In the Potter’s Field, and the sound of  the impious feet

On the Tomb:

Still falls the Rain

In the Field of  Blood where the small hopes breed and the human brain

Nurtures its greed, that worm with the brow of  Cain.

Still falls the Rain

At the feet of  the Starved Man hung upon the Cross.

Christ that each day, each night, nails there, have mercy on us-

On Dives and on Lazarus.

Under the Rain the sore and the gold are as one.

Still falls the Rain-

Still falls the Blood from the Starved Man’s wounded Side:

He bears in His Heart all wounds - those of  the light that died,

The last faint spark

In the self-murdered heart, the wounds of  the sad uncomprehending dark,

The wounds of  the baited bear-

The blind and weeping bear whom the keepers beat

On his helpless flesh…the tears of  the hunted hare.

Still falls the Rain-

Then - O Ile leap up to my God: who pulles me doune -

See, see where Christ’s blood streames in the firmament:

It flows from the Brow we nailed upon the tree

Deep to the dying, to the thirsting heart

That holds the fires of  the world - dark-smirched with pain

As Caesar’s laurel crown.

Then sounds the voice of  One who like the heart of  man

Was once a child who among beasts has lain-

‘Still do I love, still shed my innocent light, my Blood, for thee.’

- Dame Edith Sitwell

From The Norton Anthology of  Modern Poetry, 2nd ed.

Psalm 88 (KJV)

O Lord God of  my salvation, I have cried

day and night before thee:

Let my prayer come before thee: incline

thine ear unto my cry;

For my soul is full of  troubles: and my life

draweth nigh unto the grave.

I am counted with them that go down into

the pit: I am as a man that hath no

strength:

Free among the dead, like the slain that lie

in the grave, whom thou rememberest

no more: and they are cut off  from thy

hand.

Thou hast laid me in the lowest pit, in

darkness, in the deeps.

Thy wrath lieth hard upon me, and thou

hast afflicted me with all thy waves.

Selah.

Thou hast put away mine acquaintance far

from me; thou hast made me an

abomination unto them: I am shut up,

and I cannot come forth.

Mine eye mourneth by reason of  affliction:

Lord, I have called daily upon thee, I

have stretched out my hands unto thee.

Wilt thou shew wonders to the dead? shall

the dead arise and praise thee? Selah.

Shall thy lovingkindness be declared in the

grave? or thy faithfulness in destruction?

Shall thy wonders be known in the dark?

and thy righteousness in the land of

forgetfulness?

But unto thee have I cried, O Lord; and in

the morning shall my prayer prevent thee.

Lord, why castest thou off  my soul? why

hidest thou thy face from me?

I am afflicted and ready to die from my

youth up: while I suffer thy terrors I am

distracted.

Thy fierce wrath goeth over me; thy terrors

have cut me off.

They came round about me daily like water;

they compassed me about together.

Lover and friend hast thou put far from

me, and mine acquaintance into

darkness.
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